Abstract: Aging is a complex phenomenon, where damage accumulation, increasing deregulation of biological pathways, and loss of cellular homeostasis lead to the decline of organismal functions over time. Interestingly, aging is not entirely a stochastic process and progressing at a constant rate, but it is subject to extensive regulation, in the hands of an elaborate and highly interconnected signaling network. This network can integrate a variety of aging-regulatory stimuli, i.e. fertility, nutrient availability, or diverse stresses, and relay them via signaling cascades into gene regulatory events -mostly of genes that confer stress resistance and thus help protect from damage accumulation and homeostasis loss. Transcription factors have long been perceived as the pivotal nodes in this network. Yet, it is well known that the epigenome substantially influences eukaryotic gene regulation, too. A growing body of work has recently underscored the importance of the epigenome also during aging, where it not only undergoes drastic age-dependent changes but also actively influences the aging process. In this review, we introduce the major signaling pathways that regulate age-related decline and discuss the synergy between transcriptional regulation and the epigenetic landscape.
INTRODUCTION
With the advent of modern medicine, acute diseases have become increasingly treatable, leaving aging and age-related diseases as major determinants of our health and longevity. Aging is a highly complex process, thought to result from the exposure to intrinsic and extrinsic stresses that lead to accumulation of molecular damage, deregulation of signaling pathways, loss of cellular homeostasis, stem cell depletion, tissue breakdown and thereby a functional decline of the entire organism over time. Additionally, old individuals are more likely to exhibit age-related diseases, in particular, metabolic disorders (e.g. diabetes), neurodegenerative protein aggregation diseases (e.g. Alzheimer's and Parkinson's disease), cardiovascular disorders and cancer [1] .
The rate at which an organism ages can be highly variable among different environmental conditions, species, or even genotypes, implying that age-related decline is a highly plastic process and subject to extensive regulation. This gives hope for pharmaceutical interventions that target aging and agerelated disorders. However, to identify such interventions we must first acquire a thorough understanding of the underlying mechanisms that can slow aging down. There is an ongoing debate about whether aging itself is regulated or only the mechanisms and pathways that can interfere with it. For simplicity, this review uses the term "aging regulation" for any events that accelerate or decelerate the age-dependent decline of the organism.
Metazoans have evolved sophisticated mechanisms to sense adverse conditions that put their survival and reproduction at risk, such as lack of nutrients, exposure to toxins, irradiation, pathogens, heat, or changes in fertility. Such information is then relayed by various signaling pathways to trigger compensatory measures, to a large extent, the activation of stress responses and repair pathways (Fig. 1) . Some of the best-characterized signaling pathways include the nutrient sensing Insulin/IGF Signaling (IIS), mechanistic target of rapamycin (mTOR) signaling, AMP kinase signaling, the unfolded protein response, and fertility-related signals from the germline [2, 3] . The centerpieces of these signaling pathways are downstream transcription factors, the activation of which converts environmental or physiological cues into a wide range of cellular responses that help to combat unfavorable conditions. Loss of such transcription factors tends to profoundly impair the crucial gene expression changes needed for these responses and leads to a shorter lifespan [2, 3] . It is well established that transcriptional regulation is conferred not only by transcription factors but also by the epigenetic landscape at their target genes. The latter controls accessibility of these genomic loci by transcription factors and the transcription machinery. The epigenetic landscape is regulated through a variety of mechanisms on different levels. First, DNA can be covalently modified, in particular by the methylation of cytosines, commonly leading to inaccessibility and gene repression. DNA is then folded around histone octamers to form nucleosomes, the smallest chromatin entities. Nucleosomes can be covalently modified by a plethora of post-translational histone modifications or the deposition of histone variants. Furthermore, nucleosomes can be reorganized (assembled, disassembled or repositioned) by ATP-dependent chromatin remodelers [4] . Finally, the spatial organization of chromatin in the nucleus is controlled by dynamic interactions between chromatin regions and their interaction with the nuclear lamina, a filamentous protein meshwork lining the inner nuclear membrane [5] . All of the aforementioned alterations in chromatin compose the epigenome, since the primary DNA sequence remains unchanged. And they confer an additional layer of tightly regulated, dynamic, and reversible gene regulation that interconnects with transcription factor activities.
The epigenome participates in both, short-term and longterm regulatory events, ranging from the response to acute environmental stresses to the involvement in chronic pathologies. Therefore it comes as no surprise that a number of epigenetic changes have been documented in the context of cellular and organismal aging [6] [7] [8] . Aged mammalian cells suffer from a general loss of heterochromatin, characterized by loss of repressive histone marks, reduction of nucleosome occupancy, and DNA hypomethylation. Meanwhile, DNA hypermethylation emerges within the transcriptionally active genomic regions [6, 7] . These epigenetic alterations result in significant shifts in gene expression, including the expression of components and targets of aging regulatory signaling pathways. Interestingly, while being heavily influenced by the epigenome, aging regulatory pathways also actively shape the epigenome, often through the activities of their transcription factors that can either recruit chromatin remodelers/modifiers or alter their expression. In this review, we take the opportunity to discuss the current understanding of transcriptional aging regulation with its orchestration of signaling pathways, transcription factors, and epigenetic mechanisms.
TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS AS CENTRAL COM-PONENTS OF AGING-REGULATORY SIGNALING PATHWAYS

Insulin/IGF1-like Signaling
Aging is subject to regulation by a broad network of signaling pathways, many of which involve downstream transcription factors that convert signals of unfavorable conditions into appropriate gene expression changes, i.e. of genes involved in metabolism and stress responses, to protect the organism from these conditions, slow down aging, and thereby ensure its survival. Notably, when triggered under favorable conditions, these pathways can also dramatically extend the lifespan of an animal. The first aging-associated pathway, namely the highly conserved Insulin/IGF Signaling (IIS) pathway, was discovered in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans [9] [10] [11] . Mutations in several IIS components, such as the insulin/IGF receptor homolog daf-2 [11] and the PI3 kinase age-1 [9, 10] , led to dramatic lifespan extension and increased stress resistance. Similar effects were later confirmed in other metazoan species [12] . The main lifespan-regulatory output of the IIS pathway is conferred by forkhead box protein O (FOXO) transcription factors and their gene regulatory activities, as FOXO loss-of-function mutations in diverse organisms, e.g. in C. elegans (where the only FOXO transcription factor is called DAF-16), suppress most of the longevity phenotypes [13] . In line with the FOXO/DAF-16-dependent effects observed in C. elegans, population studies of various human centenarian cohorts revealed a strong association between IIS polymorphisms and longevity [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . In particular, several genetic variants of FOXO3 are more frequently found in centenarians than in younger individuals and are linked to longevity-related traits [19] . Briefly, under favorable conditions that maintain high insulin/IGF signaling, the insulin receptor tyrosine kinase recruits and phosphorylates insulin receptor substrate (IRS) proteins, which lead to the activation of AKT kinases through a PI3 kinase-PDK1-AKT cascade [22] . Eventually, FOXOs are phosphorylated by AKT [23] [24] [25] and SGK [26, 27] kinases, which sequesters the transcription factors by binding to 14-3-3 proteins in the cytoplasm, away from their target genes [28] [29] [30] . Such effects are negatively regulated by various phosphatases, most notably PTEN that reverts the effects of PI3 kinase [31] . Under low IIS, these phosphorylation events on FOXO no longer take place, leading to FOXOs' release from cytoplasmic sequestration and permitting its entry into the nucleus for transcriptional regulation of aging-preventive and thus longevity-promoting genes. FOXOs predominantly activate gene expression by promoter binding, promotion of HDAC activity, and the recruitment of co-activators [32] . A study in C. elegans identified a broad variety of FOXO/DAF-16 binding partners, including coactivators, involved in diverse biological processes [33] , which illustrates the potential complexity of the mechanisms used by FOXO/DAF-16.
In addition to FOXOs, IIS also regulates other transcription factors involved in aging regulation. In C. elegans, such transcription factors include the heat shock transcription factor HSF-1 [34] [35] [36] and the Nrf family transcription factor SKN-1 [37] . Both transcription factors contribute to the lifespan extension induced by low IIS. Along with FOXO/DAF-16, HSF-1 activates the expression of small heat shock proteins [38] and other stress resistance genes, such as PAT-10 [39] , while SKN-1 mainly regulates oxidative stress response and is required for lifespan extension induced by dietary restriction [40, 41] . Notably, the two factors seem to act in distinct manners: 1) HSF-1, but not SKN-1, extends lifespan in a DAF-16-dependent manner [35, 37] . 2) High IIS prevents HSF-1 and SKN-1 from nuclear entry through different mechanisms: For HSF-1 it promotes the formation of an inactive DDL-1/DDL-2/HSF-1 protein complex in the cytoplasm [36] , while SKN-1 undergoes phosphorylation by AKT kinases and 14-3-3-dependent sequestration in a manner similar to FOXOs [37] .
Mechanistic Target of Rapamycin (mTOR) Signaling
The mTOR pathway was first linked to aging in the yeast S. cerevisiae, in which deletion of a major downstream factor, a ribosomal protein S6 kinase (S6K) homolog, doubled chronological lifespan [42] . mTOR is a serine/threonine kinase that regulates metabolism through nutrient and hormone-sensing [43] . It functions in two protein complexes, mTOR complex 1 (mTORC1) and mTOR complex 2 (mTORC2) [44] , promoting anabolic processes (e.g. protein, lipid, and nucleotide synthesis) and repressing catabolic processes such as autophagy, when activated by nutrients and growth factor signals [44] [45] [46] . mTORC1 can be activated by amino acids through RAG GTPases, which allows it to respond to the availability of nutrients across eukaryotes. However, in metazoans, mTOR receives and coordinates yet additional upstream growth signals, including insulin/IGF, EGF, and multiple cytokines [47] . Notably, mTOR signaling and IIS are intertwined [48] , with IIS regulating mTORC1 [49] and with mTORC1/2 influencing IIS at multiple points [44, 48, 50] . Under high IIS, AKT inhibits tuberous sclerosis protein 2 (TSC2), a suppressor of the mTORC1 activator RHEB, and thereby allows for the activation of mTORC1 [49] . Most effects of mTOR activity are conferred by two means: 1) direct impact on protein synthesis, and 2) transcriptional regulation. Regarding protein synthesis, mTORC1 activation leads to the phosphorylation of the translation repressor protein, eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4E-binding protein 1 (4EBP1), thus derepressing the eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4E (eIF4E) to promote protein synthesis [51] . The full picture of transcriptional regulation by mTOR, however, remains elusive. Nevertheless, the mTOR pathway, like IIS, deploys transcription factors to regulate downstream target genes. We give some examples in the later parts of this section.
Inhibition of mTORC1 by rapamycin and mutations in mTOR or the mTORC1 component Raptor exhibit lifespanextending effects in yeast [52, 53] , C. elegans [54, 55] , D. melanogaster [56] and mice [57] [58] [59] [60] , establishing mTORC1 as a major regulator of aging. Knockdown of the mTORC2 component Rictor also extends lifespan in C. elegans [61] . Dietary restriction (DR), an environmental influence that can extend lifespan in multiple organisms [62, 63] , largely acts through mTORC1 signaling, as ablation of mTOR or S6K attenuates the lifespan extending effect of dietary restriction in several species [53, 56] . Much of the longevity by mTOR inhibition has been attributed to the global reduction of protein synthesis, as conditions that inhibit translation (e.g. reduced levels of ribosomal proteins or treatment with protein synthesis inhibitor) are sufficient to induce lifespan extension in C. elegans [64] . Interestingly, while overall protein synthesis is reduced under mTOR inhibition, subsets of stress response and metabolic genes have been shown to be translated at higher efficiency in multiple species [65] , suggesting selectivity in translation regulation by mTOR.
In addition to protein synthesis, mTOR inhibition confers transcriptional regulation of various genes, many of which have the ability to combat stress conditions. For example, inhibition of mTORC1 helps to activate the heat shock transcription factor HSF1 upon heat stress in mammalian cells [66] as well as Nrf2/SKN-1 in mice and C. elegans [61] , whereas mTORC1 activates the hypoxic response transcription factor HIF1 [67] . Moreover, in C. elegans lifespan extension by mTOR inhibition was found to depend on the activities of Nrf2/SKN-1 [61] and FOXA/PHA-4, the latter being a forkhead transcription factor [68] that engages in dietary restriction-mediated longevity and promotes autophagy in response to TOR inhibition and germline removal [69, 70] .
AMP-activated Protein Kinase (AMPK) Signaling
AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK), as indicated by its name, is triggered when the intracellular ATP/AMP ratio is low. It is crucial for energy metabolism as well as stress responses. The activity of AMPK can be stimulated by dietary restriction and has been found to decline with age, implying a connection between AMPK and aging regulation [71] . Indeed, AMPK counteracts aging via an integrated signaling network that involves several well-known aging regulatory pathways. A prime example is the lifespan extending effect of AMPK through mTOR inhibition. Activated AMPK confers phosphorylation of the mTORC1 component Raptor and the mTORC1 inhibitor tuberous sclerosis protein 2 (TSC2), which entails repression of mTOR signaling [72, 73] . Also among the various AMPK targets, direct or indirect, are several transcription factors. The mammalian FOXO3 transcription factor of the IIS pathway as well as its C. elegans ortholog DAF-16 have been identified as direct targets of AMPK. Under signals that activate FOXO/DAF-16, phosphorylation by AMPK at multiple regulatory sites promotes FOXO/DAF-16-mediated transcription without affecting its nuclear localization [74, 75] . In addition to such direct regulation, AMPK can also influence regulators of FOXO. For example, in the liver, where AMPK plays a slightly different role, it can be activated in response to the presence of adipokines and as a consequence phosphorylates and thereby inhibits class II histone deacetylases (HDACs), which prevents their nuclear entry and activation of FOXO by deacetylation [76] . In C. elegans, AMPK also directly phosphorylates CRTC, a co-activator of the transcription factor cAMP response element-binding protein CREB/CRH-1. This detains CRTC in the cytoplasm and thereby prevents CREB/CRH-1 from transcriptional regulation, leading to lifespan-extending gene expression changes [77] . Finally, AMPK activates Nrf2/SKN-1 [78, 79] and represses NF-kB [80] , the latter being a transcription factor involved in inflammaging -a phenomenon that we will discuss in a later paragraph.
Sirtuin Activity
Sirtuins are NAD-dependent protein deacetylases that regulate a wide range of biological functions. They first caught attention as anti-aging factors in yeast, where the founding member of this protein family, SIR2, extends lifespan by suppressing the generation of toxic extrachromosomal rDNA circles [81] . The pro-longevity effects of sirtuins were confirmed in metazoan species, in spite of distinct mechanisms as well as some discordances in C. elegans and D. melanogaster [82, 83] . Nevertheless, some evidence suggests that overexpression of sirtuins in C. elegans and D. melanogaster promotes longevity, too [82] . The dependence on NAD suggests a link between sirtuin activity and the metabolic state of the organism. Indeed, in yeast, nematodes, and flies dietary restriction leads to increased sirtuin activity, which is required for dietary restriction to extend lifespan. Sirtuins regulate a variety of protein substrates, including several transcription factors involved in aging-related signaling pathways. In C. elegans, overexpression of the sirtuin gene sir-2.1 is thought to increase lifespan by activating FOXO/DAF-16 [29, 84] . SIR-2.1 directly interacts with 14-3-3 and FOXO/DAF-16, and by NAD-dependent deacetylation of DAF-16 it promotes expression of its target genesan energy-and DAF-16-dependent longevity control mechanism independent of IIS [85, 86] . In mammals, the closest SIR2 ortholog SIRT1 deacetylates several transcription factors involved in stress response and metabolism: By deacetylation of p53 and FOXOs, SIRT1 activity leads to reduced apoptosis and activation of DNA repair genes [87] [88] [89] [90] . Furthermore, by deacetylation of PGC1α, SIRT1 promotes mitochondrial biogenesis and gluconeogenesis [91] . The hypoxic response factor HIF1α, on the contrary, is suppressed by SIRT1 activity. This suppression is lost in hypoxia due to NAD depletion, allowing the activation of HIF-1 in such conditions [92] . Yet another negatively regulated SIRT1 target is NF-kB [93] . Beyond SIRT1, mammals express six additional sirtuins (SIRT2-7). Although less understood than SIRT1, they confer aging-related functions, too. In mitochondria, SIRT3, 4, and 5 deacetylate and activate enzymes involved in energy metabolism and oxidative stress resistance [94] . SIRT6 targets several sites on the histone H3 (K9, K18 and K56) and non-histone proteins to maintain telomere stability and promote chromatin changes required for DNA repair [95] . Overexpression of SIRT6 extends the lifespan of male mice [96] .
Signals from the Gonad
Removal of the germline has lifespan-extending effects in C. elegans and Drosophila [97, 98] . However, the connection between reproduction and longevity reaches beyond the commonly speculated competition between germline and soma for the same resources. The first evidence came from the nematode C. elegans, where elimination of the germ cells, genetically (by glp-1 or mes-1 mutation) or physically (by laser ablation), significantly extends lifespan [98, 99] . However, removal of the entire gonad does not extend lifespan, suggesting that the somatic parts of the gonad are required for longevity induced by germline removal. Additionally in mice, transplantation of ovaries from young females prolongs the lifespan of old recipients [100] . These phenomena imply that the reproductive system produces aging-regulatory signals which eventually influence the lifespan of the whole organism. In search for the gonadal cell types contributing to such signals in C. elegans, surprisingly, sperm and oocyte-deficient mutant animals exhibited no lifespan changes, whereas genetic manipulations of germline stem cells (GSCs) were found sufficient to change lifespan [99] . GLP-1, the C. elegans homologe of Notch, is required for the maintenance of a normal GSC identity [101] . glp-1 loss-of-function mutants have arrested GSCs and live longer than wild-type, while glp-1 gain-of-function mutations can cause GSC overexpansion and shorten lifespan. Such observations directly connect GSCs and presumably their crosstalk with the somatic gonad to organismal aging regulation. In the tissues receiving these signals from the germline, two transcription factors are essential for the gonad-mediated longevity: FXR/DAF-12 [98, 102, 103] and FOXO/DAF-16 [98, 104, 105] . FXR/DAF-12 is a nuclear hormone receptor downstream of TGFβ signaling [106] , which is consistent with the existence of an endocrine signaling axis between the gonad and other parts of the organism. Search for the signal in C. elegans eventually showed that loss of components in the synthesis pathway of dafachronic acid (DA), a known activator to DAF-12, completely abolishes the longevity of germline-less worms [102] . DA supplementation restores the negative effects of DA synthesis pathway mutations in a DAF-12 dependent manner. Likewise, DAF-12 dependent lifespan extension is observed with DA supplementation in worms with whole gonad loss [103] . It could be concluded that DA biosynthesis and DAF-12 are essential for the longevity mediated by the absence of the germline, and that the source of the DA signal is likely to be the somatic gonad, secreting DA in the absence of GSCs in their vicinity. One of the identified downstream mechanisms goes through FOXO/DAF-16 and the transcription elongation factor TCERG1/TCER-1. In C. elegans, particularly intestinal DAF-16 and TCER-1 work together to enhance the expression of genes involved in lipid synthesis and breakdown that are important for promoting longevity of germline-less animals [104, 105] . Consistently, nuclear translocation of DAF-16 is observed specifically in the intestine in adult glp-1 mutant animals, and expression of a constitutively nuclear DAF-16 protein in the intestine is sufficient to fully restore longevity in germline-less DA-deficient glp-1; daf-16; daf-9 animals. In short, DA-DAF-12 signaling promotes the nuclear translocation of DAF-16 in response to germline removal [107] [108] [109] . However, expression of a constitutive nuclear DAF-16 protein is unable to restore the longevity in glp-1; daf-16; daf-12 mutant animals [109] , suggesting that DAF-12 has an additional role, either in parallel or downstream of DAF-16, to achieve longevity upon germline loss.
Signals Regulating Mitochondrial Maintenance
Mitochondria, as the power plants of the cell, not only govern the energy metabolism, but also play an important role during aging. Their dysfunction is considered one of the hallmarks and may even be a driver of aging [110] . Thus it is important for every cell to maintain a pool of healthy mitochondria. Several mechanisms are in place to achieve this, regulating the biogenesis of mitochondria, the structure of the mitochondrial network [111] , the maintenance of a healthy mitochondrial proteome, and the removal of old and damaged mitochondria. In this paragraph, we will discuss the mechanisms controlling mitochondrial biogenesis and removal, while we focus on the mitochondrial protein homeostasis in a later section of this review.
It is widely accepted that there is a master regulator of mitochondrial biogenesis, the transcriptional coactivator PGC1α [112] . It induces the expression of the transcription factors Nrf1 and Nrf2 that drive, besides other agingpreventive targets, the expression of various mitochondrial respiratory chain components. Furthermore, PGC1α binds and functions as a coactivator to Nrf1 on the promoter of the nuclearly encoded mitochondrial transcription factor A (mtTFA or TFAM), which translocates into mitochondria and is required for mitochondrial DNA replication and gene expression [113, 114] , crucial rate-limiting steps in mitochondrial biogenesis. PGC1α activity is predominantly regulated at the transcriptional level, but also subject to finetuning by posttranslational modifications [115] . Multiple energy-related signaling pathways can alter PGC1α expression, by converging on a number of transcription factors that can bind to the promoter and impact the transcription of PGC1α [115, 116] . One of the most prominent signals that regulate mitochondrial biogenesis is the exposure to cold, which induces transcription of PGC1α upon neuronal perception, predominantly via a cAMP-PKA (protein kinase A)-CREB-PGC1α signaling axis [112] . Physical exercise and thus increased nerve-stimulated calcium signaling also leads to increased PGC1α transcription, through two axes: a Ca 2+ -calcineurin A-MEF2 (myocyte enhancer transcription factors 2)-PGC1α axis [117] and a Ca 2+ -CaMKIV (calmodulindependent protein kinase IV)-REB-PGC1α axis [118] . In addition, the availability of nutrients influences PGC1α expression. Insulin signaling inhibits the PGC1α-activating transcription factor FOXO1, while glucagon promotes PGC1α transcription through a glucagon-glucagon receptorcAMP-PKA-CREB-PGC1α axis [115] . Furthermore, the energy sensor AMPK relays a low ATP/AMP ratio into mi-tochondrial biogenesis, activating PGC1α by direct phosphorylation and increasing PGC1α expression [115] . Pharmacological activation of AMPK in muscle has been shown to promote mitochondrial biogenesis through PGC1α [119] , whereas such effects were abolished by overexpression of a dominant-negative AMPK [120] . Notably, AMPK agonists become less effective in inducing AMPK activity and mitochondrial biogenesis in old animals [121] , supporting the notion that AMPK function declines during aging and potentially contributes to age-related mitochondrial dysfunction.
Maintaining a pool of healthy mitochondria depends not only on their biogenesis but also the removal of damaged or superfluous ones. Such removal is conferred by a specialized type of autophagy, named mitophagy, which targets mitochondria for lysosomal degradation. Mitophagy might play crucial roles in longevity. Genetic studies from C. elegans have shown that components of the mitophagy inducing pathways, i.e. PINK-1 and DCT-1, are required for lifespan extension due to reduced IIS or mild mitochondrial defects [122] . Interestingly, mitochondrial biogenesis and mitophagy are tightly coordinated processes. In C. elegans, mitophagy impairment triggers the activation of the transcription factor SKN-1/Nrf2 to enhance both mitochondrial biogenesis and mitophagy and thus mitochondrial turnover [122] . In mammals, mitophagy is additionally regulated by a NAD-SIRT1-PGC1α signaling axis [123] , establishing also PGC1α as a common regulator of mitochondrial biogenesis and mitophagy.
Even stimuli from outside the mitochondria can influence mitophagy, i.e. nuclear DNA damage. Nuclear DNA damage activates the NAD-utilizing Poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase PARP1, and thereby leads to depletion of NAD. This has been found to reduce NAD-SIRT1-PGC1α signaling and thereby to reduce mitophagy [123] .
Signaling Pathways Regulating Protein Homeostasis
Protein damage occurs under conditions of stress or simply as a byproduct of normal cellular activities. Protein homeostasis or proteostasis -the maintenance of proper synthesis, folding, compartmentalization, and degradation of all proteins -is essential for the normal functions of every cell. Thus, the proteome is under tight surveillance by multiple dedicated cellular systems that actively prevent or eliminate protein misfolding and its toxic effects. Loss of protein homeostasis is strongly linked to aging and late-onset diseases, and consistent with this observation, the underlying protein quality control mechanisms have been proven crucial to confer stress resistance and longevity [124] . Eukaryotes have developed intricate systems to maintain protein homeostasis in the cytosol as well as in organelles including mitochondria and the endoplasmic reticulum. In the next three sections, we will introduce the signaling pathways and their transcription factors that are responsible for the regulation of protein quality control.
Signals Promoting Protein Quality Control in the Cytosol
Early studies in the cellular response to thermal stress, also known as Heat Shock Response (HSR), have opened the door to our understanding of protein homeostasis at the molecular level [125] . Acute thermal stress changes the thermodynamics of protein folding, leading to rapid accumulation of misfolded proteins. This induces transcription of Heat Shock Proteins (HSPs), many of which are chaperones that help proteins to fold correctly, so that protein homeostasis is restored [126] . Such robust transcriptional activation of HSPs relies on the evolutionarily conserved transcription factor Heat Shock Factor 1 (HSF1) [127] . HSF1 has to trimerize, in order to function as a transcription factor in the HSR. However, under non-stressed conditions, HSF1 is kept from trimerization through sequestration by chaperones, most importantly HSP90. Only when unfolded proteins accumulate, HSP90 dissociates from HSF1 to engage in the correct folding of these new client proteins, which then allows the freed HSF1 to trimerize and rapidly turn on the expression of a broad panel of HSPs [128] . Although discovered for its roles in HSR, HSF1 has emerged as a crucial regulator for various biological processes under non-stress conditions, from development to aging [127] . Given the importance of protein homeostasis in longevity, it comes as no surprise that HSF1 turns out to be an anti-aging transcription factor. In C. elegans, lifespan positively correlates with HSF-1 levels. Loss of HSF-1 drastically decreases lifespan and accelerates protein aggregation, while HSF-1 overexpression leads to lifespan extension with increased proteotoxic stress resistance [34, 35] . Multiple aging-regulatory pathways utilize HSF1 to regulate stress resistance and lifespan. As mentioned previously in the section 'Insulin/IGF1-like signaling', HSF1 is subject to regulation by IIS [36] , in that high IIS prevents the nuclear translocation and thereby activity of HSF1. Loss of HSF-1 abolishes lifespan extension under low IIS in C. elegans [34, 35] . This suggests a crucial interdependence between HSF-1 and other transcription factors downstream of IIS, i.e. FOXO/DAF-16. Indeed, HSF-1 overexpression fails to extend C. elegans lifespan in the absence of FOXO/DAF-16 [35] . Such phenotypes may in part arise from cell non-autonomous functions of HSF-1. Notably, in C. elegans, overexpression of HSF-1 in neurons is sufficient to extend lifespan, and this requires the presence of DAF-16 in peripheral tissues [129] . Together with transcriptional profiling of the two transcription factors [130, 131] , these findings above indicate partly overlapping but non-redundant functions of HSF-1 and DAF-16 in protein homeostasis and lifespan regulation. Apart from regulation by IIS, mTORC1, as a major protein synthesis regulator, can also directly phosphorylate and activate HSF1 to enhance protein homeostasis during phases of growth [66] . Besides by mTOR, HSF1 is also subject to post-translational modification by other key regulators of aging, metabolism, and development, i.e. MAPK and SIRT1. Several reviews on HSF1 regulation provide more insight [127, 132] .
Besides facilitation of protein folding, another essential aspect of protein homeostasis is the removal of damaged proteins. A cellular catabolic process named autophagy and in the context of aging particularly macroautophagy plays an important role in protein degradation and the maintenance of homeostasis [133] . During macroautophagy, damaged organelles or macromolecules are engulfed by a doublemembrane structure called autophagosome, which later fuses to lysosomes for degradation [134] . Loss of macroautophagy is linked to age-related protein aggregation diseases such as Parkinson's, Alzheimer's and Huntington's disease [135] . Therefore unsurprisingly macroautophagy has emerged as a key player in the aging process. Induction of macroautophagy by overexpressing specific constituents is sufficient to extend lifespan in metazoans [136, 137] . Moreover, various longevity paradigms, including mTOR inhibition, reduced IIS, mitochondrial respiration deficiency, and germline removal have been shown to require macroautophagy for their full lifespan-extending effects [138, 139] . Macroautophagy is a constitutive process and the sustained expression of its components depends on transcriptional regulation [138] . The helix-loop-helix transcription factor TFEB has emerged as a key regulator that controls genes of all stages of macroautophagy [140, 141] . Consistently, in C. elegans, the TFEB homolog HLH-30 is responsible for the longevity of all lifespan extension regimens that require macroautophagy [142] . Overexpression of TFEB/HLH-30 leads to induction of macroautophagy and lifespan extension, as well as improved clearance of pathological proteins in protein aggregation disease models. Interestingly, HSF1 is also able to promote autophagy. A recent study in C. elegans found that macroautophagy can be induced by mild heat stress or HSF-1 overexpression and contributes to longevity and heat stress resistance in such treatments [143] . This finding implicates the orchestration of HSR and macroautophagy in stress responses and aging.
Mitochondrial Unfolded Protein Response
A healthy proteome within the mitochondria is crucial for their proper functions. Particularly challenging is that the vast majority of proteins within mitochondria are encoded in the nucleus and thus needs to be imported from the cytoplasm -a multi-stage process that requires many aspects of mitochondrial physiology to be intact [144] . Therefore, protein import and processing efficiency are under tight surveillance and also serve as good indicators of mitochondrial health. Any stress that perturbs these processes triggers protective mechanisms, most importantly the mitochondrial unfolded protein response (UPR mt ) that aims to restore the mitochondrial protein homeostasis. Although first characterized in mammalian cells [145] , UPR mt has been most extensively studied in C. elegans.
C. elegans mutants with moderate mitochondrial dysfunction often display a longer lifespan [146] [147] [148] [149] . While seemingly counterintuitive, these phenotypes could be explained by activation of the UPR mt and additional mechanisms, whose stress resistance benefits would outweigh the mitochondrial defects. The transcription factor ATFS-1 is in large part responsible for the activation of the UPR mt [150] . ATFS-1, normally imported into mitochondria, translocates into the nucleus when there is decreased mitochondrial import efficiency and triggers UPR mt -related gene expression [151] . Notably, even though UPR mt is important for mitochondria-induced longevity [148] , it alone is insufficient to prolong lifespan [152] , indicating its need to synergize with other longevity promoting pathways. Indeed, hypoxiainduced factor HIF-1 is activated by increased ROS production and contributes to longevity in ROS-generating C. elegans mutants of the electron transport chain, i.e. isp-1 and clk-1 [153] . Consistent with the observations in C. elegans, loss-of-function mutations in coq7/clk-1 also regulates mitochondrial respiration and ROS production in mice [154] . Only the functional homologue of ATFS-1 and thus a potential master regulator of UPR mt in mammals remains unknown.
Protein Homeostasis-related Signals from the Endoplasmic Reticulum
The endoplasmic reticulum (ER) is central to the processing and trafficking of proteins to many destinations, including the ER, Golgi apparatus, plasma membrane, or for secretion. Proteotoxic stress in the ER, such as an accumulation of misfolded proteins, triggers the ER unfolded protein response (UPR ER ), which helps the cell to restore ER proteostasis. The UPR ER pathway encompasses three branches, initiated by three factors respectively -inositol-requiring enzyme 1 (IRE1), PKR-like ER kinase (PERK), and activating transcription factor 6 (ATF6). Each branch controls specific downstream transcription factors to regulate the expression of stress response genes. IRE1 activates the transcription factor X-box binding protein 1 (XBP1) by splicing an intron out of the XBP1 mRNA. The fully processed XBP1 mRNA is then translated, and the resulting protein controls the expression of various target genes related to protein processing and stress resistance [155] . In parallel, IRE1 mediates IRE1-dependent mRNA decay (RIDD) to reduce protein load in the ER and activate JNK and NF-kB [156, 157] . Likewise, the PERK branch reduces protein load, mainly by downregulating translation through phosphorylation of the translation initiation factor 2α (eIF2α) [158] . However, activating transcription factor 4 (ATF4) is preferably translated under these conditions to further activate the pro-apoptotic transcription factor CHOP [159] . The third branch of the UPR ER activates the transcription factor ATF6 by promoting its translocation into the Golgi apparatus and its subsequent cleavage. The cleaved active form of ATF6 is translocated into the nucleus to drive the expression of stress response genes [160] . The ability of UPR ER activation decreases with age, suggesting that this may contribute to the aging process [161] . Indeed, several longevity pathways rely on UPR ER . For instance, longevity mediated by reduction of IIS requires IRE-1 and XBP-1 in C. elegans [162] , and longevity mediated by dietary restriction depends on IRE-1 in C. elegans and D. melanogaster [67, 163] . Moreover, activation of the UPR ER can be sufficient to promote longevity. For example, expression of the spliced active form of XBP-1 in the C. elegans nervous system extends lifespan in a cell-nonautonomous manner through UPR ER activation in the intestine [164] .
Inflammaging
Aging is accompanied by a progressive increase of unresolved chronic inflammation. Such phenomenon is named inflammaging [165] . While the underlying cause of inflammaging remains unclear, it has been determined as a major culprit of biological aging in mammals [166] . On the transcriptional level, inflammation is regulated by a signaling network centered around the transcription factor NF-κB [167] . NF-κB is downstream of a variety of signals that sense pathogens, cytokines, and growth factors. When activated, it mediates the expression of a wide range of target genes involved in inflammatory response, apoptosis, and cell growth. The activity of NF-κB is mainly regulated post-translationally [168] . In the inactive state, NF-κB binds the inhibitor of κB (IκB) proteins and is sequestered in the cytoplasm. Under upstream activation signals, IκB is phosphorylated by IκB kinase (IKK) and degraded by the proteasome. Consequentially, NF-κB is freed and translocates into the nucleus to activate its target genes. Increased constitutive activation of NF-κB and inflammation have been observed in multiple tissues during aging [169] [170] [171] . Moreover, inhibition of NF-κB attenuates aging phenotypes in normal and accelerated aging [172, 173] , posing NF-κB as a driver of aging as well as a potential therapeutic target. Despite the incomplete understanding of how NF-κB and resulting inflammation promote aging, NF-κB activities and the secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines have been shown to account for certain aging-related processes, such as cellular senescence [174] -an irreversible cell cycle arrest that leads to aging-related functional deterioration (e.g. stem cell depletion) -and immunosenescence [165, 175] -the functional decline of the adaptive immune system during aging. Notably, NF-κB signaling crosstalks with other aging regulatory pathways. SIRT1 has been shown to bind and deacetylate the NF-κB complex component p65/RelA and thereby reduce NF-κB activity [176] , whereas IIS activates NF-κB via an Akt-IKK axis [177] . In addition, mTOR can directly stimulate IKK to inhibit NF-κB [178] , while active IKK, in turn, promotes mTOR activity by phosphorylating the mTOR suppressor TSC1 [179] . For more detailed discussions on NF-κB and inflammaging, readers are encouraged to turn to [175, 180] .
INTERPLAY BETWEEN AGING REGULATORY SIGNALING PATHWAYS AND THE EPIGENOME
In eukaryotic cells, nuclear DNA is packaged into nucleoprotein complexes known as chromatin, which helps to compact the genome, to maintain its integrity, and also to regulate the accessibility to its DNA sequences by other proteins, including transcription factors and the transcription machinery. As a result, chromatin and the processes that control it provide an additional epigenetic layer of gene regulation, which is highly dynamic and is thought to affect most biological processes, including aging.
In eukaryotes, DNA is wrapped around a histone octamer containing two copies of the histone proteins H2A, H2B, H3 and H4 respectively, making up the nucleosome, the smallest building block of chromatin [181] . A fifth histone, histone H1, binds the linker DNA regions between nucleosomes to stabilize chromatin structure and aid its further folding and condensation [182] . Association with additional proteins or non-coding RNAs eventually helps chromatin to fold into higher order arrangements and to position within the nucleus. Chromatin and thereby transcription can be influenced through several mechanisms, most importantly covalent modification of its DNA or histones, usage of histone variants, repositioning of nucleosomes, its tethering to the nuclear envelope, and its association with non-coding RNAs [183] .
Aging-regulatory signaling pathways to large extent influence aging through the regulation of gene expression. Since the accessibility of target genes is strongly influenced by the epigenome and the resulting chromatin states at their genomic loci, the epigenome can strongly influence the output of these signaling pathways. Conversely, pro-longevity signals can also actively remodel the epigenome in the course of transcriptional regulation (Fig. 2) . During organismal and cellular aging, the epigenome undergoes substantial changes, characterized by the general loss of heterochromatin as well as alterations in histone marks and DNA methylation [6, 7] . Although it remains challenging to determine the causal roles of epigenetic regulation for aging, it is feasible to slow down or accelerate aging through epigenetic manipulations, such as mutations in certain histone modifying enzymes [7] . Furthermore, the Yamanaka factors (Oct3/4, Sox2, Klf4 and c-Myc), which can substantially alter the epigenome of highly differentiated cells to induce a pluripotent state, have been shown to ameliorate aging phenotypes in vitro [184] and in vivo [185] through partial epigenetic reprogramming. Both examples illustrate the power of the epigenome in aging regulation and suggest that it has causal roles -at least in part. Here we give an overview of the intertwined relationship between the epigenome, aging, and aging-regulatory signaling pathways, with a particular focus on how the epigenome may influence aging-regulatory transcription factors and vice versa.
DNA Methylation
The bases of DNA are subject to a variety of chemical modifications, among which the 5mC methylation of CpG dinucleotides in mammalian cells has the best characterized connection to gene expression. Although varying across metazoans, methylation is found on 60-80% of all CpGs in mammalian genomes [186] . CpG methylation in promoter regions is usually linked to gene repression [186, 187] . Frequently expressed genes commonly have an abundance of non-methylated CpGs in their promoter regions, whereas frequently silent genes tend to have highly methylated promoters. CpG methylation is symmetric on both DNA strands and heritable to the daughter cells during DNA replication, owing to the activity of DNA methyltransferase 1 (DNMT1) [188] . Apart from this maintained methylation, de novo methylation can occur by two de novo methyltransferases, DNMT3a and DNMT3b [189] . Both mechanisms assist the maintenance of epigenetic memory and the temporal and spatial control of gene expression [190] . CpG methylation can affect gene expression by either physically obstructing the binding of transcription factors and the transcription machinery [191] or recruiting methyl-CpG-binding domain proteins (MBDs) that further recruit histone modifiers and chromatin remodelers to form heterochromatin, a generally more compact and thus transcriptionally repressive chromatin state [192] . Notably, some specific transcription factors are actually methyl-CpG-binding proteins, mediating activation or repression of gene expression in the vicinity to methylated CpGs [193] .
DNA methylation, particularly the CpG methylation found in mammals, undergoes a variety of changes with age. These changes have been studied extensively. Although DNA methylation is strongly influenced by environmental factors, they cannot explain the age-associated epigenetic changes. Instead, they seem to be, at least partially, the result of aging regulatory mechanisms [194, 195] . For instance, the Fig. (2) . Examples of functional interactions between transcription factors and the epigenome in aging regulation. The ability of transcription factors to bind their target promoters is profoundly influenced by the promoters' accessibility, which in turn is dictated by its epigenetic state. a) For instance, DNA hypermethylation in promoter regions prevents binding of the DNA-methylation-sensitive transcription factor NRF1. b) On the level of nuclear organization, silenced chromatin is often anchored to the nuclear lamina and acquires repressive histone marks like H3K9me2, forming lamina-associated domains (LADs). Such structure ensures proper gene silencing. However, in progeria, defects in the nuclear lamina severely disrupt the genomic organization, hence causing aberrant global gene expression and premature aging. c) While succumbed to epigenetic states, transcription factors can also actively shape the epigenome as a means to confer transcriptional effects. The FOXO transcription factors serve as good examples. In C. elegans, FOXO/DAF-16 is able to access even repressed chromatin regions and convert them to a more accessible state by recruiting the chromatin remodeler SWI/SNF which repositions the nucleosomes, presumably enabling binding of the transcription machinery. d) At genomic loci with open chromatin and active histone marks, FOXO3 may bind and recruit histone modifiers to further reinforce this activated epigenetic state and thus promote transcription.
lifespan-extending intervention of dietary restriction can maintain young DNA methylation patterns in numerous loci by increasing the expression of DNMT1 and 3b [196] . Aging in general is associated with global 5mC hypomethylation and CpG island hypermethylation. Interestingly, age-related DNA hypomethylation has been shown to preferably take place in transcription factor binding sites and genes encoding transcription factors, underscoring the potential functional link between transcription factors and DNA methylation during aging [197, 198] . Indeed, one study reported a competition between DNA methylation and the binding of transcription factors controlling the expression of the stress responsive transcription factor NRF1/SKN-1 [199] . Despite all these age-related changes in DNA methylation, genomewide studies found no general correlation between them and age-related gene expression changes [200] . This surprising observation implies that age-related DNA methylation changes are not sufficient to confer changes in gene expres-sion -at least in the regions in which the changes occur. Instead, they may need to synergize with additional factors or epigenetic mechanisms. In support of such notion, broadscale genomic changes in DNA methylation were found to impact recruitment of the polycomb repressive complex 2 (PRC2) and resulting gene repression by H3K27 methylation, not wherever DNA methylation had changed but specifically at PRC2 target genes [201] .
Although it remains undetermined whether DNA methylation changes are a cause or consequence of the aging processes, they at least have been highly predictive of chronological and biological age in mammals [202] [203] [204] . Most notably, an epigenetic clock could be established by the characterization of DNA methylation at 353 CpG sites in a data collection from different tissues [204, 205] . Furthermore, this clock associates with specific age-related diseases, e.g. the neurodegenerative Huntington's disease [206] . Such intriguing correlation between DNA methylation at specific sites and age strongly implies a functional involvement of DNA methylation in aging regulation, although more studies are needed to fully clarify this matter.
Histone Modifications and Histone Variants
Similar to DNA, histones can be covalently modified. In particular the N-terminal tails of histones are subject to various post-translational modifications (PTMs) that serve as anchors for other chromatin-associated proteins [207] . Although a variety of histone PTMs have been described, methylations and acetylations of lysines on histones H3 and H4 are the most prominent and characterized in the context of gene regulation. Acetylation of histones generally facilitates gene activation by relaxing the nucleosome structure and thereby improving DNA accessibility [208] . Methylation poses different effects depending on the location and number of methyl groups [209] . For instance, di-and tri-methylation of H3K9 and H3K27 are thought to repress gene expression, whereas H3K4me3 marks gene activation. In addition to various modifications, replacement of canonical histones by variants is another mechanism that changes the chromatin state and exerts epigenetic regulation [183] .
Deposition of canonical histones only occurs during DNA replication and thus requires for cells to be actively dividing. In contrast, deposition of histone variants such as H3.3 occurs in a DNA replication-independent manner and thus in post-mitotic cells, too [210] . Histone variants provide additional control over epigenetic regulation. For extensive reviews on gene regulation by histone modifications and variants, readers can turn to [207, 211] .
Post-translational histone modifications form perhaps the most intensely studied aspect of epigenetic regulation, also in the context of aging. They influence gene expression by altering chromatin structure (e.g. promoting eu-or heterochromatin formation), aiding or blocking the recruitment of transcription factors and the transcription machinery. For instance, at the onset of reproduction maturity in C. elegans, trimethylation of H3K27 (H3K27me3) occurs at the promoters of heat shock protein genes, resulting in reduced binding of HSF-1 and thereby repression of the heat shock response [212] . Overall, a variety of age-related changes in histone marks have been observed. However, the interpretation of these changes has remained difficult. First, their function can be highly context dependent. Second, these changes can both drive aging regulation and be driven by aging regulatory signaling pathways. For instance, in a study of human FOXO3 [213] , preexisting histone marks that confer open chromatin have been shown to dictate the binding of FOXO3 to enhancer regions. In turn, FOXO3 binding further enhances these active chromatin marks to facilitate gene expression (Fig. 2d) . Recent studies of histone methylation in mitochondria-mediated longevity in C. elegans may serve as another good example. Widespread H3K9me2 conferred by the methyltransferase MET-2 and removal of H3K27me3 by the two demethylases JMJD-1.2 and JMJD-3.1 are essential for mitochondrial stress resistance and longevity [214, 215] . Moreover, elevated activity of these demethylases was sufficient to extend lifespan via the UPR mt pathway. On the contrary, another histone demethylase, UTX-1, negatively regulates C. elegans lifespan. Decreased UTX-1 levels promote FOXO/DAF-16-dependent longevity and increase the repressive mark H3K27me3 at the insulin/IGF receptor gene, daf-2 [216] . The most prominent histone mark in the context of aging might be H3K4me3. This mark, linked to active chromatin, is remodeled during organismal and cellular aging in animals [8, 198] . Deficiency of H3K4me3 induces longevity transgenerationally in C. elegans [217, 218] , by promoting the accumulation of mono-unsaturated fatty acids [219] . Histone acetylation, usually associated with gene activation, also participates in aging regulation. This is suggested by the roles of class III histone deacetylases (HDACs), sirtuins, in caloric restriction (CR)-mediated longevity in multiple organisms [7] . Furthermore, histone acetylation modifiers have been shown to interact with aging regulatory transcription factors in various contexts. For example, the histone acetyl transferase CBP/p300, a factor implicated in aging regulation in C. elegans [220] , can be recruited by the transcription factor CREB to chromatin, where it confers histone acetylation to promote transcription of CREB target genes [221] . Furthermore, the H3K9ac and H4K16ac deacetylase SIRT1 forms a complex with the transcription factor FOXO in response to oxidative stress [222] . Although SIRT1 is thought to deacetylate FOXO in this case, it remains possible that histone deacetylation at the FOXO target promoters is involved, too. The NF-kB member RELA (p65) recruits and interacts with the HDAC SIRT6 under stress conditions to mount a transcriptional response [173] . Loss of SIRT6 enhances RELA-dependent apoptosis and senescence in cell culture. This is in line with an increased NF-kB activity observed in aging adult stem cells. Similarly, a nuclear receptor TLX, crucial for Neural Stem Cell (NSC) maintenance with age, interacts with histone modifiers including HDAC3, HDAC5, and the histone demethylase LSD1 to modify the promoter regions of p21 CIP1 and PTEN to promote NSC proliferation [223] .
A general caveat of understanding histone modifiertranscription factor interactions is the difficulty in determining whether the histone modifying enzyme acts on histones at the target promoters or actually on the transcription factor itself. For many such interactions this issue still needs to be addressed.
Besides post-translational modifications on histones, the properties of nucleosomes can be altered by histone variants that sometimes substitute the canonical histones. Several histone variants have been implicated as regulators of cellular and organismal aging-related processes. For example, the H2A variant macroH2A, enriched in Senescence-Associated Heterochromatin Foci (SAHF), is presumed to ensure gene repression in these regions [224] . Increased incorporation of the H3 variant H3.3 is observed in aged mammalian brain as well as aged C. elegans [225, 226] . H3.3 is particularly interesting, as it is incorporated independently of DNA replication and thus could participate also in chromatin changes that occur in post-mitotic or senescent cells. Indeed, overexpression of H3.3 alone is sufficient to drive cellular senescence [227] . Moreover, in C. elegans, although H3.3 has little impact on lifespan in wild type, it is required for the prevention of aging in several longevity regimens, including low IIS, lack of germline, and mitochondrial perturbations. H3.3 assures the aging-preventive transcriptomic changes that occur under these conditions [225] . All of the above underscores H3.3 incorporation as an epigenetic mechanism that can regulate the aging process.
Chromatin Remodeling and Pioneer Transcription Factors
The positioning and density of nucleosomes on DNA is another important mechanism that affects gene expression, as the presence of nucleosomes commonly obstructs DNA binding by transcription factors or the transcription machinery itself. In particular, ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling enzymes control the distribution of nucleosomes [4] by activities such as histone exchange, nucleosome eviction, or sliding of the nucleosomes along the DNA. In total, there are four families of chromatin remodelers known to date, distinguished by the domain structures of their catalytic subunits: the SWI/SNF, ISWI, CHD, and INO80 families. While they have partially distinct physiological roles, each of them can both free and block DNA sequences of importance from nucleosome occupancy, and thus can cast either activating or repressive effects on gene expression [228] .
While extensively influenced by the epigenome, signaling pathways can take an active role in shaping the epigenome through pioneer transcription factors. Pioneer transcription factors, in contrast to regular transcription factors, are capable of binding their target loci even in compacted transcriptionally inactive chromatin regions and decondensating the chromatin, usually by recruitment of chromatin remodelers but also histone modifiers, in order to allow for binding of downstream transcriptional regulators and the transcription machinery itself [229] . Several central aging regulators may presumably act as pioneer transcription factors [230] : The most prominent examples are the forkhead box proteins, all of which have important functions in processes like development, growth, and aging regulation. Of these, especially FOXA has long been considered the prototype of a pioneer transcription factor [229] , which during important developmental transitions is the first transcription factor to get activated, to bind its target genes, open the chromatin in these regions, initiate recruitment of epigenome altering enzymes, and thereby trigger a cascade of downstream transcriptional events that allow development to proceed. As we already mentioned earlier in this review, in addition to the role in development, FOXA/PHA-4 is required for longevity in response to dietary restriction in C. elegans [69] . Therefore, the epigenome-altering activity of PHA-4 at its target promoters is likely to be an essential step in the aging-preventive effects of dietary restriction, too. Another, yet detrimental, function of FOXA was observed in aged mouse liver: Here FOXA2 binds nuclear receptor target loci with decreased nucleosome occupancy, presumably contributing to metabolic dysfunction by driving the eviction of nucleosomes [231] . More recently, FOXO has also been shown to have pioneering capabilities in the context of aging: In C. elegans exposed to stress or a lack of insulin/IGF signaling, FOXO/DAF-16 is activated and recruits the chromatin remodeler SWI/SNF, to activate the expression of stress response and longevity promoting genes [33] . Knockdown of SWI/SNF subunits impairs FOXO/DAF-16-mediated longevity, suggesting chromatin remodeling as a requirement for the activation of DAF-16 target genes. In another recent C. elegans study, the chromatin modifier AF10/ZFP-1 has been shown to be regulated by both FOXO/DAF-16 and FOXA/PHA-4 [232] . In turn, AF10/ZFP-1 impairs the binding of FOXO/DAF-16 and FOXA/PHA-4 to their target sites, forming a feed-forward loop that controls the amplitude and duration of their target gene expression. Besides forkhead box proteins, NRF/SKN-1 is another anti-aging transcription factor with pioneer factor capability. In human cells, NRF2 is able to recruit BRG1, the catalytic subunit of the SWI/SNF complex to some target sites in response to oxidative stress [233] .
These findings nicely illustrate how pioneer transcription factors can break through epigenetic barriers to initiate transcriptional regulatory including epigenome-changing cascades, and that the use of such factors is an integral part of many aging-regulatory pathways.
Long Non-coding RNAs
Studies of the non-coding genome have revealed diverse roles for non-coding RNAs in shaping the epigenome. Long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) have drawn increasing attention as regulators of gene expression. One classic example is a lncRNA, X-inactive specific transcript (Xist), that mediates inactivation of the X chromosome [234] . It binds multiple loci across the entire X chromosome and recruits polycomb repressive complexes. The latter add repressive histone marks to the inactivated X chromosome, leading to silencing of gene expression. Other lncRNAs are involved in the phenomenon of genomic imprinting, binding to imprinted regions and silencing neighboring genes in cis by promoting histone modifications, conferring parent-of-origin specific gene expression patterns [235] .
Moreover, lncRNAs also bear roles beyond dosage compensation and imprinting. For instance, transcription factors can use them to fine-tune the expression of their target genes. A prime example is found in the senescence regulating p53 pathway. The transcription factor p53 induces the expression of several lncRNAs [236] that in turn use diverse mechanisms to modulate the p53 target gene network [237] . Most notably, they can recruit the polycomb repressive complex 2 (PRC2) to place the repressive histone mark H3K27me3. For instance, the p53-induced noncoding transcript (Pint) recruits PRC2 to repress genes in the TGFβ, AMPK, and p53 pathways, to promote cell proliferation [238] .
Besides conferring gene repression, lncRNAs can activate gene expression by epigenetic alterations, too. A prosenescence lncRNA named VAD inhibits the incorporation of the repressive histone variant H2A.Z in INK4 promoter regions, which promotes the expression of p16 and p14 to maintain senescence [239] .
Nuclear Organization
In the nucleus, chromosomes occupy defined chromosomal territories [5] . Active regions are usually at the surface of the territory, whereas silent regions are buried in the interior. Furthermore, lowly-expressed heterochromatin tends to locate near the nuclear lamina. Alterations of the nuclear architecture are observed in C. elegans during aging and in human senescent cells [240, 241] . Disrupted nuclear organization may disturb aging-regulatory transcriptional events, for instance, prevent the access of aging-preventive transcription factors to their target genes or lead to loss of repression of otherwise nuclear lamina-associated agingpromoting genes, both of which would accelerate aging [242] . Strong evidence for this hypothesis is provided by several progeric syndromes in humans. The most prominent of these is Hutchinson-Gilford Progeria Syndrome (HGPS), in which a mutant form of the lamin A protein, called progerin, is expressed and leads to defects in the nuclear lamina, misshapen nuclei, changes in nuclear chromatin structure and organization, and eventually accelerated aging [243] . HGPS displays features reminiscent of normal aging [244] . Notably, progerin has been shown to also accumulate during normal aging and disrupt cellular functions [245, 246] , indicating potential common mechanisms between HGPS and normal aging. Recent work showed that progerin and the resulting nuclear defects lead to misexpression of oxidative stress response genes, controlled by the agingpreventive transcription factor NRF2, and that inactivation of NRF2 signaling in wild type cells mimics HGPS pathology [247] . In another progeria syndrome, Néstor-Guillermo Progeria Syndrome (NGPS), again the causal mutation was found in a nuclear lamina associated protein, BANF1 [248] . Given its DNA and histone binding ability as well as key roles in nuclear assembly [249] [250] [251] , BANF1 is likely to ensure the functions of aging regulatory pathways by maintaining nuclear organization. Another nuclear lamin protein, lamin B1, is strongly associated with cellular senescence [252] . Loss of lamin B1 profoundly alters the chromatin landscape and drives proliferating cells into senescence [253] .
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
Aging is undoubtedly an intricate and complex process. While it describes the organism's general decay over time, it is highly plastic -subject to regulation in multiple layers and by various mechanisms and pathways. Here we have focused on the transcriptional regulatory events that lie in the center of many aging regulatory signaling pathways, converting aging-related stimuli into the expression of stress resistance genes. These events are conferred not only by transcription factors, but also by the chromatin landscape and the epigenome that they interact with. Transcription factors and the epigenome are in constant crosstalk, with the epigenome strongly influencing the behavior of aging-regulatory transcription factors, e.g. by controlling their binding or binding of their coregulators to promoter regions; concurrently, the activity of aging-regulatory transcription factors can shape the epigenome, e.g. by recruiting chromatin remodelers or modifiers, to control the expression of its target genes.
During aging, the epigenome undergoes drastic changes. Several attempts have been made to identify the root of these changes [7] , with limited success. Due to the interconnected nature of aging-regulatory pathways, it has remained challenging to distinguish causes from consequences and to determine the degree to which epigenetic alterations drive the aging process. Nevertheless, one outcome of the age-related epigenetic changes is a general loss of precise transcriptional control, which is thought to strongly contribute to aging phenotypes [6, 254] . It will be of great importance that future studies further address the causality of epigenetic changes for the physiological aging process.
Another future direction should be to expand our studies of the aging-related epigenetic repertoire beyond the most common marks and modifications. While most aging-related efforts regarding histone modifications focus on acetylation, methylation, or phosphorylation of their N-terminal tails, modifications by rarer moieties or modifications in the core regions of histones [255] remain an unexplored territory. Furthermore, mammalian genomes had long been thought to contain only one form of DNA methylation, 5mC, until recent work described the epigenetic silencing by Adenine methylation, 6mA [256] . Studies of such less common modifications may further aid our understanding of the aging epigenome. What is also worth noting is the connection between metabolism and epigenetic regulation. Many epigenetic modifiers utilize metabolites as substrates or co-factors (e.g. NAD-dependent sirtuins, Acetyl-CoA-dependent HATs, etc.) and thus are able to relay metabolic changes to the epigenome [257] . It would be of great value to further elucidate the cross talk between metabolism and epigenetic regulation that may in turn influence aging-regulatory transcription factors.
Finally, crosstalk between the transcription machinery and the epigenome can have an impact beyond the transcriptional level. Post-transcriptional processing, in particular premRNA splicing, is tightly coupled to transcription [258, 259] . Especially, the splice site choice and recruitment of splicing factors are largely determined by a combination of transcriptional and epigenetic properties [259] [260] [261] [262] . This implies changes in mRNA splicing as an underappreciated but important component of aging-regulatory events. Indeed, recent studies of human diseases [263] and aging in C. elegans [264, 265] seem to support such notion.
We conclude that aging-regulatory transcription factors, age-related changes in the epigenome, and their crosstalk form an extremely important aspect of aging regulation, resulting in a tightly controlled multilayered network that converts aging-regulatory signals into gene expression events and physiological outcomes. Up to now, we still have a rather incomplete understanding of this network and thus still have a long but exciting road ahead to fully chart it.
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